
WE DO MORE

BRAND PORTFOLIO



APPAREL

MEN’S WEAR



Mandelli is a luxury Men’s wear brand. It is a story of  a strong family and an even stronger Tradition of  Italian Craftsmanship and Excellence, 
a real Made In Italy, Famous all around the World.

The first element, uniqueness, is the leitmotif  of  every Mandelli collection.
Uniqueness in Materials
Uniqueness in processing
Uniqueness in creativity
MTM service uniqueness



Driven by a deep passion for Italian style and unwavering commitment to creating timeless designs, we have curated collections of  luxurious 
clothing that is elegant and suitable for any occasion.

Sartorial clothing, without compromising on quality or craftsmanship, which is why we have created ready-to-wear sartorial styles that are
meticulously crafted and tailored to perfection.

Key features of  our products:  Made in Italy, premium fabrics, selection of  products, sartorial attention to detail.



Family owned Italian conglomerate of  brands comprising similarly craft-minded companies, each of  them specialized in one category: 
Incotex for trousers, Zanone for Knitwear, Montedoro for outerwear and accessories, Glanshirt for shir ts.
We have always believed, and still do, that you can do good only what you are good at, and this is why each brand has made specialization
Its credo.

Slowear is above all, and on top of  everything, the all-Italian multi-brand retail concept both online and offline, that has already conquered
The hearts od customers and connoisseurs who have made it their go-to address to find collections and products of  undoubted industrial and 
design value, from menswear to womenswear brands that have made the history of  fashion to accessories and products selected by Slowear 
in its incessant search for beauty.



In a high-end Italian fashion studio with focus on SUSTAINABILITY.
We work with everything existing. We make clothes exclusively from existing garments and leftover textiles.
Nothing has been made specifically for our products.



The strength of  the brand is to provide an easy to purchase and use product, that has the flavour of  Italian tradition and modern soul.

Dan John offers a wide range of  products, from basic to elegant, thanks to a careful analysis of  the market and trends, mix of  colours 
and materials offering an image in tune with the current men’s fashion scene.



One of  the oldest fabric and garment shops in Naples. It has always been an icon of  sartorial quality and timeless elegance. For men.
The brand was founded in 1878 by Scottish Michael Gutteridge, then acquired in 1997. 

Gutteridge has been re-launched with a strong commercial format, which is contributing towards the positioning of  the brand. The expansion
Is now pursuing the city centres of  the main towns in Italy, with the goal of  creating awareness towards the brand and establishing it amongst
Its competitors.



Alcott is a young, dynamic and constantly evolving brand.

It has a history of  over 30 years. It is dedicated to a young audience looking for quality, design and a look that does not go unnoticed.
Thanks to a flexible business model, Alcott manages to offer new assortments of  garments every week, always offering collections and 
Microcapsules aligned with current trends.
“BEST FASHION AND BEST PRICE” has always been Alcott’s mission, which is to guarantee quality and trend products at an increasingly 
competitive price.



Camicissima, a story that has been handed down for generations, born in the world of  luxury and that today, after more than 90 years
Preserves in its garments the same quality and the same attention to detail, always jealously guarded by our craftsmen.

Camicissima designs and produces garments and accessories aimed at the modern man, who wants to feel at ease, dressed to perfection 
on every occasion in a casual and sophisticated style.
Camicissima’s mission is to gain and retain the trust of  our clients, who identify themselves with our shirts, which use the finest raw materials
To create a look that is always in trend.



APPAREL

WOMEN’S WEAR



Nara Milano was founded in 1984, by 3 entrepreneurs from Milan. Thanks to their dedication and tenacity, they managed to turn 
what initially seemed to be just an ambitious idea into a successful Made in Italy project.

High quality, attention to detail and refinement are at the core of  the brand’s philosophy and helped made Nara one of  the major 
players in the fashion industry.



Being one of  the leading companies of  its industry since 1973. PERSPECTIVE, which embodies the combination of  unique design and 
Style with the sense of  quality, offers its customers the concept of  affordable luxury through a wide sales network. Distributing its goods
To over 295 points of  sale and making those available in 33 countries in the world.

PERSPECTIVE now reaches its customers in 26 different countries globally, the brand plays an active role in determining fashion trends with
Its collection-based designs.

With its wide offering, PERSPECTIVE is growing under its own label, benefiting from its 48 years of  expertise in the international arena, 
excellence in quality-price ratio.



KIDS WEAR



Miniconf  designer and manufacturer of  Minibanda, Sarabanda and holds the license for Ducati Kids wear.
Founded in 1973, specialized in design, production and distribution of  Kidswear for boys and girls aged 0 to 16 yrs.

Today the company is considered one of  the leading Italian Children’s fashion houses

Sarabanda
High-end contemporary and elegant fashion brand for biys and girls.Characterised  by a strong stylistic identity. The collection dresses kids 
from 9 months to 16 years.
Premium
S- Premium is a high-end line of  Sarabanda, the collections are dedicated to the world of  ceremonies, black tie occasions. 
Age range 9 months to 16 years.
Minibanda
The brand is dedicated to little ones.
Collection of  newborns, offering accessories and clothing for babies aged 0 to 24 months.
Ducati
In Miniconf’s brand portfolio since 2022.
A sporty, comfortable spirit dedicated to boys from 3 to 16 years and includes a small selection for newborns.

&



Catapano Group is an Italian manufacturer since 1990.

The Group includes several brands, which produces and distributes around the world.
The company specializes in children’s wear from 0 to 16 years, with various brands such as FUN&FUN, GLSR and Marc Ellis.

In 2014, The group has entered the world of  licensing by collaborating with Warner Bros. 
With the ever growing business, Catapano group finds itself  in the most prestigious Italian and International boutiques dressing
infants, toddlers, girls and boys around the world.



Ellepi is a family-owned business since 1930, and EMC was launched in 1966, specialising in underwear for new-borns and children.
 
The brand became an immediate leader in the Italian wholesale market in new-born and children’s underwear; it has developed through 
New channels and still is a benchmark in the children’s wear industry.
Over 1,200 customers around the world, 4,000,000 items produced. To date, EMC is present in USA, Europe and Japan.

The brand presents two collections per year, with around 350 styles each season.

Newborn underwear:   0 -4 years
Children’s Underwear:  2- 16 years
Cradle:                        0-12 years
Easy wear:                  0- 24 months
Pyjamas:                     0- 4 years
Christmas Package: Small selection in red

EVERYTHING
MUST
CHANGE



Michelle was founded in 2018, in Georgia- Tbilisi. 
Dresses that are created to express kids’ characters and expressions.
Comfortable, classy, and extraordinary at the same time. Michelle’s dresses are 
dreams come true for kids.

The highest quality of  fabrics and especially soft bridal lux tulles are utilised to 
make these exclusive dresses. 



ACCESSORIES

LEATHER GOODS



Founded in 1876, by Albert Goodwill Spalding in USA. Spalding’s success has spanned more than 135 years. 
In addition to its sports range, it has developed a line of  smart accessories and leather goods.

Product line: Writing Instruments, Stationery, Timepieces, Leather goods



Luigi Giannetta is a designer since 1998 for women's wear, menswear and accessories. He has worked with leading brands such as Krizia, 
Salvatore Ferragamo, Ferrari, Swarovski, etc..
Since 2002 Fashion design professor at Polimoda in Florence, from where he was graduated.

He designs and produces his own branded bags made of  crocodile, completely Made in Italy. 
His main concept is simply to give the most beautiful bags to his customers.



ACCESSORIES

TIMEPIECE



FATHERS was born from a concept: Time does not exist; we exist in time.

The concept then merged with the ancient art of   watchmaking, the love of  one’s children, and the fact that the watch is statistically the 
most passed down object generation to generation.

Watches conceived in Italy and assembled in Switzerland. Each watch is a result of  study and research for the highest quality of materials. 
and components assembled by skilled craftsmen. Watches are build with durability in mind.



ACCESSORIES

FOOTWEAR



A Swiss luxury footwear brand. Shoes that are timeless and modern, the epitome of  quiet luxury, Made in Italy.

A contemporary face of  classic shoes, the comfort of  sneakers and the endurance of  traditional footwear, crafted and refined.



ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM JEWELLERY



Valentina Ferragni is a worldwide known Italian blogger, owner and creative director of  the brand (Valentina Ferragni Studio Jewels)
 A never-ending evolution of  design and production all Made in Italy,  with the traditional craftsmanship of  expert goldsmiths.

Highest quality of  products such as 925 silver and 24K gold or platinum plating.



EYEWEAR



The Sun’s Good collection is becoming an icon in different Countries worldwide: 90's inspired, sport illustrated, 
trend hunter, sunglasses from the mountain to the beach!
Sunglasses, are all Made in Italy , with lot of  available colors and a characterizing feature: 
the side shields.

Our products fit well within department stores or multi branded sunglass stores.



Colourful reading glasses, fashionable with an Italian Design.

All the Moscacieca glasses are coming with flex hinge.
Included with all the readers Customer will get the box packaging, microfiber bag to use as well as an excellent 
cloth to clean glasses and the booklet.
All products are certified in Italy.
STYLE UNO:
5 fashion colors, pantos style design.
All the lenses have blue light treatment (blue block) in order to protect eyes from blue lights.
Power of  lenses: 0 (without correction), +1, +1,5, +2, +2,5, +3

STYLE DUE:
5 fashion colors, octagonal style design.
All the reading glasses have photochromic lenses (clear indoors and darken automatically when exposed to sunlight).
Power of  lenses: +1, +1,5, +2, +2,5, +3



Snob Milano comes to life in 2015. 100% Made in Italy, with a strong product concept & Italian design.
The particularity of  these sunglasses are the clip-on.
Due to an exclusive partnership with ZEISS, All the Snob Milano collections have a ZEISS sun lenses on magnetic clip-on.

Snob Milano is present in 25 countries, Europe, North Africa and Australia.



Fashion items, refined and elegant, nowadays glasses are an important accessory able not only to enhance 
the person (who is) wearing them and his personality, but also to characterize completely the look. 

The glasses are using the crystal Barberini Lenses, the highest quality with a very competitive price.



SKIN CARE



Japan’s first plant bio methodology brand was developed by Atusko Morita. Phytotherapist and founder of  Waphyto.
Our name comes from PHYTO meaning plants, and WA of  “JAPAN” representing herbalism and Japan, which also means “balance” or “Harmony”
Waphyto was founded in the name of  Phytotherapy, herbalism, and science using selective soils and the natural environment, to create plant
Bio methodology.

As a demand for green beauty and cleaner cosmetics increases, we are diving deeper into the power of  plants. Our mission is to support your
lifestyle for your entire 100 year life span, just as Mother Earth does for all of  us.
We define clean beauty using Waphyto’s four E’s: Elemental, Environmental, Ethical, and Empowerment.

Product Line: Skincare, Hair Care, Body Care, Intimate Care



A Brand Made in Japan, utilising modern and unique Biotechnology, creating skin care using naturally derived active ingredients.
EDOBIO advocates BIOTIFUL INSIDE OUT

EDO + BIO= EDOBIO   
Back to basics, Edo period cosmetology using plants  x  In house research original raw materials, Modern Biotechnology
Discovering the essential value of  Edo period cosmetology using plants and unique biotechnology.

Product Line: Floradiance Soap Series, Saketernal Skincare Series,, Inner Beauty Series, Antibacterial Spray, 



LOQZIN is the outcome of  ten years of  research and development - research that ushers us into a new era of  skincare. We 
are the industry leader in bio-fermented vegan ingredients designed to improve your skin's efficacy. As a brand, we turn to 
nature for our solutions. By combining Japanese natural ingredients with cutting-edge research, we can proudly offer new 
products previously unseen in our industry. 

A revolutionary miracle vegan serum focus on anti-inflammatory effect and skin microbiota for healthy skin.

Product Line: Biome Gel



COSMETICS



Founded in 2007, The brand is inspired to provide bold-looking lashes for women around the world.
Since its 2007 launch in Japan and USA, Fairydrops has continued its global brand growth, selling out 8 times on home shopping network.

Product Line: Mascara, Eyeliner, Eyebrow



Chiara Ferragni launched her brand in 2013, a fashion yet pop brand, sold today in more than 300 stores. The brand is renown for 
its iconic Eye motif  and it presents today playful yet stylish collections which combines inspirational elements from travels, music, 
pop culture and contemporary art universe.

Product Line: Lipsticks, Highlighting Blush, Brow Gel, Mascara, Eyeshadow Palette, Lip Balms, Lip Gloss, highliner, Mini Eyeshadow Palettes



PERFUMES



Forbidden Botanicals is a family of  fragrances with ancient and rebellious protagonists, as sensual as they are controversial.
Ingredients that in human history have been medicine and poison, sacred and profane.

Using only rare raw materials of  excellent quality, with very high concentration of  natural components carefully selected by
Master Extractors.



THANK YOU


